Seating Arrangement Questions for IBPS PO PRE, SBI PO PRE, SBI CLERK
MAINS & IBPS CLERK MAINS
Set No 38
Directions: Read the given information carefully and answer the questions given beside:
Abhay, Bindu, Chitra, Dimpy, Eshan, Fateh, Gopal and Harish are eight friends sitting around a circular
table. Four of them are facing away from the center and four of them are facing towards the centre.
Each of them have a different car- Maruti, Chrysler, Honda, BMW, Chevrolet, Mercedes, Volvo and
Volkswagen but not necessarily in the same order. All the cars are of different colours viz. White,
Blue, Orange, Pink, Green, Purple, Yellow and Red but not necessarily in the same order.
Eshan faces towards the centre and have a White colour car. Both the immediate neighbors of Eshan
face away from the center and have either Orange or Pink colour car. Dimpy faces away from the
center and she has a Maruti car. Both the immediate neighbours of Dimpy do not face away from the
centre. Eshan sits third to the right of Fateh, who has a green colour car and faces away from the
centre. Chitra sits third to the left of Fateh. The one who has an Orange colour car sits opposite to
Fateh. The one who has Blue colour car is not the immediate neighbour of Fateh and faces away from
the centre. Abhay sits second to the left of Chitra and he have neither Yellow nor Red colour car. The
one who has a Yellow colour car sits between Harish and Fateh. Bindu faces away from the centre,
and have Chrysler car which is not of Blue colour. Eshan has Volvo car. The person who has BMW car
sits opposite to Dimpy. Honda car is of purple colour. The person who has Volkswagen car is not near
to Gopal or Eshan. Chitra faces the person who has Mercedes car.

1. Which of the following is Dimpy’s position with respect to Eshan?
A. Fourth to the left
D. Second to the right

B. Third to the right
E. None of these

C. Second to the left

2. Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and thus form a group. Which one of
the following does not belong to that group?
A. Gopal

B. Harish

C. Eshan

D. Chitra

E. Abhay

D. BMW

E. None of these

D. Abhay

E. None of these

3. Fateh has which of the following car?
A. Chevrolet

B. Volvo

C. Mercedes

4. Who among following has Purple colour car?
A. Eshan

B. Fateh

C. Bindu

5. Who among following is sitting to the immediate right of the one who is having Orange
colour car?
A. Bindu

B. Harish

C. Chitra

D. Dimpy

E. None of these

Correct Answers:
1
E

2
B

3
A

4
D

5
C

Common Explanations:
Reference:
Eshan sits third to the right of Fateh, who has a green colour car and faces away from the centre.
Inference:

Reference:
Eshan faces towards the centre and have a White colour car. Both the immediate neighbors of Eshan face
away from the center and have either Orange or Pink colour car.
Inference:

Reference:
Chitra sits third to the left of Fateh. The one who has an Orange colour car sits opposite to Fateh.
Inference:

Reference:
Eshan has Volvo car. Chitra faces the person who has Mercedes car.
Inference:

Reference:
Abhay sits second to the left of Chitra and he has neither Yellow nor Red colour car.
Inference:

Reference:
The one who has a Yellow colour car sits between Harish and Fateh.
Inference:

Reference:
The one who has Blue colour car is not the immediate neighbour of Fateh and faces away from the centre.
Inference:
As we also know, both the immediate neighbors of Eshan face away from the center and have either Orange
or Pink colour car, therefore,

Reference:
Bindu faces away from the centre, and have Chrysler car which is not of Blue colour.
Honda car is of purple colour.
Inference:
Abhay must be having Purple color car and i.e. Honda.
Therefore, Chitra is having Red color car.

Reference:
Dimpy faces away from the center and she has a Maruti car. Both the immediate neighbours of Dimpy do not
face away from the centre.
The person who has BMW car sits opposite to Dimpy.

Inference:
Gopal must be the one having yellow color Mercedes car.

Reference:
The person who has Volkswagen car is not near to Gopal or Eshan.
Inference:
So, Chitra must be having Volkswagen and therefore the only left Chevrolet must be owned by Fateh.

Answers :

1.

Following the common explanation, we get
Dimpy is sitting third to the left of Eshan.
Option E, is hence the correct answer.

2.

Following the common explanation, we get
Only, Harish is facing away from the centre, hence, he does not belong to that group.
Option B, is hence the correct answer.

3.

Following the common explanation, we get
Fateh is having Chevrolet car.
Option A, is hence the correct answer.

4.

Following the common explanation, we get
Abhay is having purple color car.
Option D, is hence the correct answer.

5.

Following the common explanation, we get
Chitra is sitting to the immediate right of one who is having Orange color car.
Option C, is hence the correct answer.
.

